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A STUDY OF THE TRANSIENT PERIOD IN A TUNED CIRCUIT.
Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
In the theoretical study of transient phenomena
in various circuits it was found that v/hen an alternating
current is impressed upon a circuit of inductance and ca-
pacity in parallel, it is possible under the proper condi-
tion to get a transient, unidirectional current. If it were
possible to make the length of this transient great enough,
and to make and break the circuit at a definite point on the
electromotive force wave, a rectification of current could
be obtained.
While it was not the object of this thesis to de-
vise or to design a practical apparatus for such rectifica-
tion, it was thought that an investigation of the phenomena
of the circuit, both theoretically, and by oscillograms of
the transients in actual circuits, would be of a great aid
to a thorough understanding of the conditions of circuits
of this nature, and of their possibilities.

Chapter 2. DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS AND THEORY
The study of parallel tuned circuits must he di-
vided into two classes; I, those circuits whose reactance
is free from the influence of iron, and II, those which
have an iron cored coil in the reactive circuit. This di-
vision is necessary because the reactance of a non-magnetic
coil is constant for any particular coil, while that of an
iron cored coil varies with the flux density in the iron.
Since "both classes are so common in practice, the theory will
be developed for each.
In order to check the theoretical calculations of
the given circuit, oscillograms were taken of both cases,
the constants of the circuit being those used to obtain the
theoretical curves. A diagram of the complete connections
is shown on page 3, together with a full explanation. This
diagram is applicable to both cases, the values of the con-
stants only being changed. For the development of the theory,
however, Figure I was used, to avoid any possible misunder-
standing that might arise from the use of the more complicated
figure.
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Chapter 3 DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS
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Chapter 4. GENERAL THEORY.
Ca.se. I. flir-coreoL coil.
In any inductive circuit:
e = Lr -t- . /at
where. e. ~ instanteous e.rn.-f.
i = „ current.
L = inductive, recce -trainee,.
but C = LZ sin cwt
1 * L
-h tr ~ E 5 in cot.
at
ife +f^^Slhtot 3.
solv'tn <z -f°r
L - 6 [J £ ^sin out tit + C^j ^
simplifying
l = <s /f-y e sin cotoL-t -h CJ s
no w lc-t- £ - U a^xd. sin cot d-~t - dv
The.h do ancL Y = - SSifi^
6 *~ sin cutrdt = - JL^ cos cut + /zs I c*~ cos cut dt 6.
cu
coho let- Sin cot = u a.^oi 8. *~ dtr= av
whence. <A.u = co cobco~t cttr an A. v - S.
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Sub. in II.
0= sin (cut, -if) -h £~**C,
Solving for C.
C,^-^r $in((JUt,~t) /z
sub.
L= §- [sin (wt-r) - £~~ *~ 'sin (tot,- r)] /3
where Cjf ~ current in branch ft act <xny Time t.
Xn the. capa.cL±y circuit
we know Thart
e
c
= e - ir
= E sin cut - ir
Solving for L
i =
^ Sin coir - (f c ^ ec
or-
cr~f e -z J~ sm out is.
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Solving IS for
Simplifying a. s for 5~ wher-e ~ta.n Qc = C^s-
e^t IJ £ -^y sin cut oit -h A /
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-line current act time. t~ , where, switch /s
cloz>e.d when t -T, .
5 1 nee the currents in the branches lay almost
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~t
t
= O a. whence
LQ =- z s/tf cat cosoc ~ ~yr £ co$*K.-h £ *~ &/n°cj ^
Ccxse. JL . Jron- coreiot coil.
Tf- as before uve Should, attempt: to solve
£ s in cvf= Lr + L-^±-
where- _ u //r— r Y+ /r E s «*» *•» t ^/ y_ __
where CL - N H IO
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but
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The columns in the preceding table may be explained
as follows:
1. - © = phase angle measured from e.m.f . wave.
2. - cos Q = cosine of phase angle.
3. - A cos €> = difference between two successive intervals of
cos
€>.
4. - <J ^ cos G - first approximation of flux.
5. - *tA(p- sum of #4 of that line and #8 of preceding line.
6. - i = first approximation of current taken from the satura-
tion curve.
7. - .0124^ri - correction of flux of #4.
8. - 4-f-7 - second approximate summation of flux.
9. - i - second approximation of current from saturation curve.
The starting current in iron circuits is dependant
upon the remanent magnetism in the iron since the saturation
curve for any condition of the iron will be different, it being
necessary to determine a saturation curve for each condition of
remanent magnetism studied. In this paper, in order to have a
definite working basis, the condition of the remanent magnetism
equal to zero was studied and the iron was demagnetized before
each oscillogram was taken. If it is wished to determine the
current up to the maximum point only the saturation curve is
sufficient, but for a greater length of time the hysterisis loop
must be determined from the maximum point on the saturation
curve.
In the case just studied the currents in the two
branches must be separately determined and the total current
found by adding the values of the two instantaneous currents at
the various time intervals.
J
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Chapter 5. DATA
Case I. Non- ferric circuit.
The constants of the circuit are:
e - effective e.m.f . s 120 volts.
E - maximum e .m . 1 . = 120f2 = 163 v.
i„„ s direct current for calibration of oscillograms =6.7
sjirperes
.
f = frequency = 60 cycles
.
€) - time of closing switch = 0.
x
c
* 18.3 ohms x t - 20.0 ohms
r
c
= 1.0 ohm rL = 2.0 ohms
tan oc r £ = 18.3 tan Y = £ = 10.
r r
°c = 86*55' Y - 84°20'
sin oc =• .9985 sin Y- .9951
cos oc = .053 cos Y = .0987
Substituting Q » wt in equation 19
,
_
&t-(e-e,) —1
Substituting the constants of the circuit and simplifying
i = 8.9 sin (£ + 86* 55' ) - 8.6 £ — 18.3 ©
By similar substitution of Q « wt in equation A3,
C^^lainie-r) - £ sin(e,-r)
J
Substituting the above values for the constants this reduces
to i
fc
= 8.1 sin (0 - 84° 20' ) 8.07 £ ~ - 1 e
The values of i c and i L were easily found for the different
time intervals £ by substitution in these two equations and be-
cause of their simplicity the tables were not reproduced.

1Z.
Case II. Circuit containing iron cored reactive coil.
The constants of the circuit are:
e = effective e.m.f = 60 volts
E = maximum e.m.f = 84,8 v.
f a frequency = 30 cycles
i = direct current for calibration =6.3 amperes
s time of closing switch =
x c = 47.6 ohms x L - 43.5 ohms
rc = 3. ohms tl = .44 ohms
tan oc = 4^ ° = 15.9 T = no. of turns = 141
oc = 86°30 / w = 2TTf • 188.5 radius/sec
sin oc= .998
p x .74 x .175 - .00127008 00
-
-
06 IoUTTi " W7TT?72 "
OF - 84.8 x 10 _ 3.2 x 10
5"
141 x 188.5
As before
ft r . x -t 1
^ §r[ sin(o+*) + £
rc
co5(et -+°e)J
Substituting the constants
i
c
s 1.78 cos « — 1.71 fi - 15 * 9 °"
The method of determinating values of i L are shown
in the table on page 9.
Of ten oscillograms taken, four are here shown, these
covering the cases of maximum and minimum transients. The
oscillograms bear out the statement that the largest transient
occurs when G is made 0.
Oscillograms 1 and 2 show the phenomena occurring
in the non- ferric circuit and 3. and 4, similar conditions for
the ferric circuit.

13.
A complete diagram of the connections to the oscillo-
graph are shown in the plate on page 3, together with full ex-
planation. The connections are the same for Tooth cases, the
difference being that in the second case an iron cored coil
was substituted for the air cored coil, and the frequency of
the generator changed until the circuits were again tuned under
the new condition.
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Chapter 7. CONCLUSION.
Allowing for the errors due to the conditions under
which the tests were carried out, the oscillograms checked the
theoretical curves very closely, and since the circuit studied
was an average circuit, the theory here developed may be used
for all such circuits.
Since, in the circuit studied, the resistance was
kept as low as possible, the curves show that in any practical
circuit, in order to obtain rectification, the contact must be
made and broken at least every third cycle. This would be very
impractical for circuits carrying currents of any magnitude,
although it could be done in experimental work. If the branches
could have zero resistance there would result a constant direct
current.
The two curves, showing the effect of closing the
switch at the ninety degree point of the electromotive force
wave, illustrate how necessary it is to close the switch as
near the zero point as possible in order to get the largest
transient
.
In the case where the reactive circuit contains iron,
there results a smaller transient, direct current, but of a
little longer duration than in the non- ferric circuit. This
is due to the eddy currents set up in the iron.
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